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Abstract
Identifying epilepsy cases and epileptic seizures from electroencephalogram (EEG) signals is a challenging issue, which
usually needs high level of skilled neurophysiologists. Numerous works have attempted to develop tools that can provide an
assistant to neurophysiologist in analyzing the EEG for epileptic seizures detection. This paper proposes a new automatic
framework to identify and classify the epileptic seizure from EEG using a machine learning method. In particular, the feature
extraction process of the proposed scheme utilizes autoregressive model (AR) and firefly optimization (FA) to procure an optimal model order (P). Namely, the main aim of FA is to find the best model order (P) with minimum residual variance using
Akaike information criterion (AIC) as an objective function of FA algorithm. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier is
employed for the classification of the epileptic seizures signals. The presented scheme is also eﬀective for short segment of
EEG signals owing to use of AR model in features extraction stage. Experiments with the publicly available Bonn database
that is composed of healthy (nonepileptic), interictal and ictal EEG samples show promising results with high accuracy.
Keywords Epileptic seizures classification · AR model · Firefly algorithm · SVM · Akaike information criterion

1 Introduction
Epilepsy is a chronic brain disorder marked by sudden recurrent episodes of sensory disturbance, loss of consciousness,
or convulsions, associated with abnormal electrical activity
in the brain. Diagnosis of epileptic disease using electroencephalogram (EEG) is a challenge task in the field of biomedical science, which is mainly performed by a very skilled
neurophysiologist (Chiarelli et al. 2017; Attia et al. 2017).
The EEG signals are the electrical activity recorded from the
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scalp of the human brain to be analyzed by neurophysiologists
for predicting and identifying epileptic diseases; especially
detecting and classifying epileptic seizures. The EEG analysis for epileptic seizures has received considerable attention
in the biomedical research field in the past decade (Belhadj
et al. 2016a; Übeyli 2008a; Amorim et al. 2017). In addition, diagnosis of epileptic based on automated and intelligent
systems detection have become vital of brain analysis, which
involves high classification schemes (Angelov and Kasabov
2006; Angelov and Zhou 2008; Belhadj et al. 2016b).
In recent years, several machine learning-based methods
have been proposed in the literature to classify EEG signals
for identification of epileptic seizures. For instance, Tezel et al.
(Tezel et al. 2009) introduced a framework using artificial
neural network (ANN) and relative wavelet energy. Swami
et al. (2016) used hand-crafted features including Shannon
entropy, standard deviation, and energy, which are considered
a result of extraction. The general regression neural network
(GRNN) classifier has been employed in classification step.
Guo et al. (2010) have proposed a framework based on line
length feature and ANN method in order to identifying automatic epileptic seizure. Wang et al. (2011) proposed a scheme
based on wavelet packet and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) as
well as support vector machine (SVM) classifiers for epileptic
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seizures classification. Chandaka et al. (2009) have been
used Cross-correlation with SVM classifier in classification
of EEG signals. The Authors in Übeyli (2008b) presented a
method that employed the multiclass support vector machine
(SVM) for EEG signal classification. Few works have also
exploited dimensionality reduction techniques such as Linear
discriminant analysis (LDA), Principle Component Analysis
(PCA), Singular value decomposition (SVD), and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) before classification of EEG
signals (Subasi and Gursoy 2010). Nicolaou and Georgiou
(2012) have been proposed a scheme based on the permutation entropy and SVM used to detect epileptic seizures.
Nowadays, Autoregressive model (AR) alongside machine
learning methods have been used in analyzing times series
(Padmavathi and Ramakrishna 2015a; Ansari et al. 2018;
Ordóñez et al. 2019). More recently, AR model has been used
to generate features for the EEG signals (Shiman et al. 2012;
Zhang et al. 2017). The AR model provided parameters that
are directly useable by classifier algorithms. The AR is used
owing to its ability to eﬀectively process the high frequency
resolution and the smoother spectra when the signals are
divided into set of segments; especially the EEG signal that
are considered as a no stationary signal (Sharma and Pachori
2015). However, to extract significant features of the signals
using AR model, two types of feature extraction methods have
been practiced: parametric method and non-parametric method
(Fabri et al. 2011). Also, Evolutionary based approaches have
been utilized in the classification of epileptic seizure (Atyabi
et al. 2012). Representative examples of studies that have
applied the evolutionary methods are Genetic Algorithm
(GA) (Erguzel et al. 2015), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
(Khushaba et al. 2008), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
(Yalcin et al. 2015) and firefly optimization (FA).
Despite the latest progress in detecting epileptic seizures,
the error rates are not low enough (Padmavathi and Ramakrishna 2015b). Moreover, majority of prior works have fewer
eﬃcacies for short EEG episodes (Burg 1968). There is ample
room to devise novel framework to classify epileptic seizures
using EEG signals. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a
scheme to classify epileptic seizure more accurately from EEG
signals. In the feature extraction stage, Burg AR model and FA
algorithm have been employed to obtain the best model order
P to obtain the best autoregressive coeﬃcients with minimum
noise variance. The features are then fed to the SVM method
for final classification. It is worth noticing that one of the common problems in AR methods is the choice of an adequate
AR model order known as (P model order) (Krusienski et al.
2006). To address this issue, in this work, the AR parameters
Fig. 1 Scheme of the proposed
framework
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have been generated using Burg algorithm with evaluation
of the residual modelling error with FA method selecting P
model order, such that Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
function (Akaike 1974) has been used as an objective function
by FA algorithm. Experimental analysis on publicly available
Bonn dataset collected from healthy no-epileptic and epileptic volunteers (interictal/ictal) with eyes’ tasks (closed/open)
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed framework with
high accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed approach. Experimental protocol,
dataset, figures of merit, experimental results are presented in
Sect. 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.

2 Proposed methodology
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed framework for epileptic seizures classification using EEG signals.
The framework is composed of following steps: feature extraction using Burg method (AR-B) hybrid technique with firefly method to get the adequate model order P that is used in
selecting the best coeﬃcients provided from AR model, and
finally an SVM classification method. Below, we give details
of autoregressive modeling for EEG, Burg algorithm, Akaike
information criterion, optimization AR model order P by firefly algorithm (AR-FA) and support vector machines.

2.1 Autoregressive modelling for EEG
AR model has become one of the prominent parametric methods that have been applied in many studies to model EEG
signals. AR model permits describing the EEG signal as a
linear representation. The regression model of the EEG signal
has been accomplished by using the following formula (Zhang
et al. 2017; Akaike 1974):

X(n) = −

p
∑

ak x(n − k) + e(n)

(1)

k= 1

where ak represents the AR parameters, P stands for the
given model order and e(n) denotes the error term independent of previous samples assumed to be white Gaussian noise
with zero mean and variance σ2.

2.2 Burg algorithm
The Burg Algorithm has been utilized to estimate the
parameters of an AR model because it is diﬀerent for other
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methods that guarantee to generate a stable model. Assume
that the input signal EEG X(n); n = 1,2,3,…., N, where N
refer to the size of EEG signal. The algorithm is a recursive method based on the lattice filter structure in order to
minimize the forward and backward prediction error and it
is executed in four steps as follows (Burg 1968):
Step 1. Calculate the initial values of error variance, i.e.,
computing forward error and backward error by the
following equations, respectively:

𝜎 2 (0) =

N−1
1 ∑
(X(n))2
N 0

(2)

en (0) = X(n)

(3)

bn−1 (0) = X(n − 1)

(4)

Step 2. Calculate reflection coeﬃcient and error variance
by the given equations, respectively:

∑N−1

bn−1 (m − 1) en (m − 1)
𝜋m = ∑N−1n=(m
)
2
en (m − 1) + b2n−1 (m − 1)
n= m
𝜎 2 (m) =

(
)
|2 2
1−|
|𝜋m | 𝜎 (m − 1)

Step 3. Update Error and AR coeﬃcients:
{
ak(m) = ak(m − 1) + 𝜋m am−k(m − 1) if m > 1
am (m) = 𝜋1 if m = 1

(5)

(6)

2.4 Optimization AR model order P by firefly
algorithm (AR-FA)
One of the main objectives in this study is identifying an
adequate model order P, which is also one of the common
problems in AR methods (Krusienski et al. 2006). Hence,
the AR Burg algorithm has been used to generate the coefficients and evaluation of the residual modelling error by
the (AIC) metric (Akaike 1974). The optimal model order
P that gives the minimum of AIC(P) has been calculated by
(Eq. 10). For that reason, Firefly Optimization method has
been employed in order to get the optimal model order P.
In order to generate the AR coeﬃcients (ai) using EEG
signal X(n), n = 1,2,3,…., N, we need to fix the model order
P, where P belong in {4,5,…., N/3.}. Then, AR method
computes the (ai) coeﬃcients with 𝜎 2 white noise variance.
However, the major issue is the choice of model order P
that permits achieving an optimal value of AIC (P). For this
reason, FA method has been employed with the AIC (P) as
an objective function to find the best model order P. The
mathematical formulation of the optimization problem that
has been focused in this work is given as follows:

min (AIC(P))

(11)

where AIC(P) is a continuous nonlinear objective function.
(7)

(8)

Backward error:

bn (m) = bn−1 (m − 1) + 𝜋m en (m − 1)

(10)

where 𝜎 2 is white noise variance. P is model order and N
represents the length of EEG signal.

P∈4…N∕3

Forward error:

en (m) = en (m − 1) + 𝜋m bn−1 (m − 1)

( ) 2p
AIC(p) = ln 𝜎 2 +
N

(9)

Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 (with m incremented by one)
until the selected model order p is reached.

2.3 The Akaike information criterion
Recently, The Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike
1974) has been employed in evaluation of the AR model
coeﬃcients. However, the AIC method permits selecting an
adequate AR model order P (Ouelli et al. 2015). Assuming
that the input has Gaussian statistics, the AIC for an AR
process is defined by:

2.4.1 FA algorithm
To construct the mathematical model of the algorithm, the
Firefly algorithm is based on three basic rules (Yang 2009):
1. All fireflies are unisex, involving that all fireflies can
attract each other regardless of their sex.
2. The attractiveness between fireflies is proportional to
their brightness. The firefly with less bright will move
towards the brighter one. If no one is brighter than a
particular firefly, it moves randomly. Attractiveness is
relative to the brightness that reduces with rising distance between fireflies.
3. The brightness known as light intensity of a firefly is
relying on the objective function. In application (simulation), the brightness of every firefly is directly relative to
the value of the objective function.
The FA algorithm is based on two principals’ ideas, the
light intensity emitted and the degree of attractiveness.
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The light intensity Ii varies with the distance rij monotonically and exponentially. That is given as:

Ii = e −𝛾rij

The pseudo code of the firefly algorithm can be summarized as below:

(12)

Algorithm 1: Firefly Algorithm
Initialize population of n fireflies, xi i=1..n
Compute Light intensity (
), for all .i=1..n
While (stopping criteria is not met) do
for i=1 to n
for j=1 to n
)> (
) then
if (
Move firefly itowards j using (4)
end if
end for
end for
Update Light intensity (
) for all i=1..n
Rank the fireflies and find the current best firefly best value fitness
end while

where γ stand for the light absorption coeﬃcient generally in
practice taken as 1and the distance rij between two fireflies
i and j given as:

rij = x i − x j2

(13)

The attractiveness 𝛽ij of the firefly depends on both the
light intensity seen by an adjacent firefly and its distance,
that may be represented by:
2

(14)

𝛽ij = 𝛽0 e−𝛾rij

where 𝛽0 is the attractiveness at rij = 0.
The amount of movement of firefly i towards to
another more attractive firefly j is given by:
)
(
x i = x i + 𝛽ij x j − x i + 𝛼𝜀ij
(15)

where 𝜀ij is a random parameter generated by a uniform distribution and 𝛼 is a parameter of scale.

2.4.2 Model order FA algorithm
This subsection describes the use of Firefly method in the
step of feature extraction. The AR-FA selects an optimal
model order that chooses best parameters. The scheme and
pseudo code of AR-FO are illustrated in the following::

Algorithm AR-FA
Input: EEG signal, [minp,maxp] range of order p, np: number of fireflies, it_max: max_iteration
Output: The model order with AIC and minimum noise variance (NSV) is given as:[P, AIC NSV]
begin
for r=1 to np
initialize the fireflies with random model order value
end for
while not stop criterion do
for i=1 to np do
for j=1 to np do
compute (

,

) value using AR burg model and AIC functions (provided by Matlab

known as arburg(x,p) AIC(p)) respectively

end for

if (
>
) then
Move firefly itowards j using (4)
end if

end for
fori=1:np do
Update Light intensity (
end for

)

Rank the fireflies and update velocity and position of the fireflies and find the current best firefly with
min(AIC(P))
end while
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2.5 Support vector machines (SVM)
Support vector machines is a supervised learning method
introduced by Cortes and Vapnik (1995). SVM is a powerful classifier algorithm that has been used in diﬀerent areas,
including speech disorder detection, face recognition, cancer
identification, seizure prediction and EEG signal classification (Übeyli 2008a). There are three types of support vector machine techniques (Byun and Lee 2002): (i) Linearly
separable, (ii) Linearly Inseparable and (iii) Non-linearly
separable.
The basic idea of SVM algorithm is based on kernel functions via solving a quadratic optimization problem in separating data into diﬀerent groups. As a result, SVM method
generates the optimal hyperplane with the largest margin.
In other words, SVM projects data into another higherdimensional space. Then, SVM traces the optimal hyperplane in the projection space (Übeyli 2010). For the problem
being studied in this paper, single hyperplane is suﬃcient to
split the data into two classes, i.e., (+ 1) represents the first
class and (− 1) stands for the second class. Furthermore, the
choice of kernel function and parameters of SVM plays an
important role in the classification performance. Thus, in
this work, radial basis functions (RBF) have been used as
kernel functions of SVM classifier that achieved acceptable
results. The RBF is expressed by:

K(x, y) = exp

(
)
2
− |x−y2|
2𝜎

(16)

3 Experiments
Here, we provide an experimental evaluation of the proposed
epileptic seizures detection framework.

3.1 Dataset
The Bonn EEG dataset collected by Andrzejak et al. (2001)
was used in this work. It has been widely used in epilepsy
study and seizure detection and classification and is available online: (http://epileptologie-bonn.de/cms/upload/workg
roup/lehnertz/eegdata.html).
The complete data consists of five sets (Z, O, N, F, S).
Each set has 100 single channel EEG segment of 23.6 s duration. These collections are composed of three groups. The
first one is presented by the two sets Z and O recorded from
five subjects with healthy volunteers (nonepileptic), whereas
the set Z are recorded with condition eyes open. The set O
recorded with eyes closed by using the standard 10–20 electrode placement scheme. The second one interictal group is
given by the sets N, F originated from the EEG archive of
pre-surgical diagnosis set N recorded from the hippocampal

formation of the opposite hemisphere. The set F is recorded
from epileptogenic zone while the third ictal group is represented by the set S (seizure activity) (see Fig. 2).
All these EEG signals are digitized at 173.61 samples per
second using 12-bit resolution. Band-pass filter settings were
0.53–40 Hz (12 dB/oct). Thus, the length of each recording is 173.61 × 23.6 ≈ 4097 samples. Figure 3 presents an
example for each set.

3.2 Experimental protocol and figures-of-merit
This study followed the same protocol used in Übeyli
(Übeyli 2008a), Subasi and Gursoy (2010), Nicolaou
and Georgiou (2012), Yalcin et al. (2015) such that data
sets have been divided into three classes: (i) healthy
(nonepileptic)–Z, O; (ii) Interictal–N, F; and (iii) Ictal–S.
Two directions of experiments have been applied. The first
direction followed below steps: EEG the features extraction using AR model without AR-FA method then SVM
classifier. The second direction is as follows: the FA has
been employed in the step of features extraction with AR
model. The AR-FA has been used to get the best AR coefficient that is followed by SVM classifier.
The performance was evaluated via Accuracy (ACC),
sensitivity (SEN) and specificity (SPE). The sensitivity
describes the true positive ratio, specificity is referred to
as true negative ratio, while the accuracy is the ratio of true
positive and negative divided by the total number of cases.
In particular, TP is true positive results of a classifier; it
refers to the number of EEG signals that have epileptic
seizure. TN is true negative results denote the number of
EEG samples in normal cases. FP is false positive results
represent incorrect classifications of the negative cases into
positive class. FN is false negative results denote incorrect
classifications of positive cases into negative class. They
ACC, SEN, SPE have been calculated as follow:
(17)

ACC = (TP + TN)∕N

Initialize the population of n fireflies, xi i=1..n
with random model order values

Find the current best firefly with fitness value :
min (AIC(p))

Stop criterion

Update Light intensity for all i=1..n
Rank the fireflies

The optimal model order P

Fig. 2 Flowchart for AR model order P with FA algorithm
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Fig. 3 Exemplary typical EEG signals of the sets. Class (Z, O), class (N, F), and class(S)

(18)

SPE = TN∕(TN + FP)

(19)

Every signal has been divided onset of segments 23.6 s.
The notation A,B,C,D,E have been employed for the classes
Z, O, N, F, S, respectively, in order to make comparison with
other works. In the experiments, the best model order P has
been selected by using the AIC metric for Burg AR model.
The final classification has been studied as follows: (i) healthy
no-epileptic (Normal) to Interictal (sets A, B) to (sets C, D),
(ii) healthy no-epileptic (Normal) to Ictal (sets A, B) to (set
E), (iii) Interictal To Ictal (sets C, D) to (set E) (see Fig. 4).

3.3 Experimental results
3.3.1 EEG the features extraction using AR model
without FA method
Table 1 summarized this classification. The average of performance measure is given in Table 2. It can be seen from
Table 1 that the highest classification accuracies of Sets (A
and E)and (B and E) are 98.00% for both. Moreover, the
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classification accuracies for the rest of the pairs of Sets are
between 94.00% and 96.00%. It is also easy to see that the
proposed method can achieve an average classification of
98.0%, 100.00% and 96.00% of accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity, respectively, for healthy no-epileptic (Normal)
to Interictal.
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Table 1 Results of classification
using (Burg and SVM))

ACC
SEN
SPE

Table 2 The average of
performance measure of the first
experiment (AR burg SVM)

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) set A

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) set B

To interictal (sets
C, D)

To Ictal set E

To Interictal
(sets C,D)

To Ictal set E

AC

AD

AE

BC

BD

BE

CE

DE

0.9600
0.9400
0.9800

0.9500
0.9800
0.9200

0.9800
1.0000
0.9600

0.9400
0.9000
0.9800

0.9600
0.9600
0.9600

0.9800
1.0000
0.9600

0.9500
0.9400
0.9600

0.9500
0.9400
0.9600

ACC
SEN
SPE

Interictal (sets C,
D) to ictal (set E)

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) to
interictal (%)

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) to Interictal (sets C, D)
ictal (%)
to ictal (set E) (%)

95.25
94.50
96.00

98.00
100.00
96.00

3.3.2 EEG the features extraction using AR model with FA
method
In this experiment, the feature extraction has been selected
by the optimal model order P given by FA method, which
permits identifying the best AR coeﬃcients with minimum
residual variance. These coeﬃcients have been used by the
SVM classifier. The AR-FA has been applied separately for
each set. Figure 5 shows some examples of changes of fitness
for the best element that show the convergence of objective
function. The classification has followed the same paradigm
as in the first experiment. The results are depicted in Table 3,
while the average of performance measure is presented in
Table 4. We can observe in Table 3 that the highest classification accuracies of Sets (A and E) and (B and E) are
100.00%, 100.00%, respectively. The classification accuracies for the rest of the set pairs are between 93.00% and
96.00%. An average classification of 100.00%, 100.00% and
100.00% is achieved for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity,
respectively for healthy no-epileptic (Normal) to Interictal
sets(A and E).

3.4 Comparison with prior methods
Here, we compare the performance of proposed method with
the previous studies reported in the literature. The results
are reported in Table 5. The classification results obtained
by the first experiment (Sect. 3.3.1) of the proposed method
(Burg AR model and SVM classifier) have achieved an
impressive performance of 98.00%, 100%, and 96.00% for
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity respectively, in the sets (A

95.00
94.00
96.00

and E). Also, in the second experiment (Burg with AR-FA
and SVM), the proposed framework attained an excellent
performance of 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% for accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity, respectively, in the sets (A and E). In
Table 5 we can notice that the best reported result is 100%
of this work on the data set (A and E) and also 97.00% on
(A and D).All in all, the presented technique outperformed
previously proposed methods for epileptic seizures data
classification.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, an automated framework has been proposed to
classify and detect epileptic seizures from EEG signals by
combining autoregressive model (AR) and Firefly Optimization to produce an optimal model order (P) with support
vector machines for high performances. Two experimental
directions were followed on public Bonn dataset. In first
direction, the features were extracted using AR burg model
then SVM classifier. While in the second direction, the
model order P is selected by FA method to be input to the
AR burg model to generate the best coeﬃcients then SVM
classifier. Proposed method is able to achieve a good average of classifications accuracies between 94.50 and 100%.
Moreover, proposed framework outperformed previous studies reported in literatures. The focus of the future work is to
integrate other AR model with burg method such as ARIMA
algorithm to fuse these AR models in the features extraction in order to enhance the accuracy of classification and
diagnosis of epilepsy.
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Fig. 5 Some examples of the
changes of AIC fitness value
with FA algorithm: a for the
changes of AIC fitness value
set A; b for the changes of AIC
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changes of AIC fitness value
set E
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Table 3 The obtained
classification results by the
second experiment (AR–FA
SVM)
ACC
SEN
SPE

Table 4 The average of
performance measure of the
second experiment (AR-FA
SVM)

Table 5 Accuracies comparison
between the introduced methods
with other methods given in the
literature

ACC
SEN
SPE

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) (set
A) to interictal (sets C, D) and to
Ictal (set E)

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) (set
B) to Interictal (sets C, D) and to
Ictal (set E)

Interictal (sets C,
D) To Ictal (set E)

AC

AD

AE

BC

BD

BE

CE

DE

0.9600
1.0000
0.9200

0.9700
0.9400
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

0.9400
0.9200
0.9600

0.9700
0.9400
1.0000

0.9900
1.0000
1.0000

0.9900
1.0000
0.9800

0.9500
0.9400
0.9600

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal) to
Interictal (%)

Healthy no-epileptic (Normal)
to Ictal (%)

Interictal to
Ictal (%)

96,00
96.50
96.50

99.50
100.00
100.00

97.00
97.00
97.00

Authors

Dataset

This work

A and E

Methods

Burg + SVM
AR-FA + SVM
A and D
Burg + SVM
AR-FA + SVM
(C and D) and (E) Burg + SVM
AR-FA + SVM
Swami et al. (2016)
A and E
GRNN
Guo et al. (2010)
A and E
ANN
Subasi and Gursoy (2010)
A and E
SVM + PCA
SVM + ICA
SVM + LDA
Chandaka et al. (2009)
A and E
Cross-correlation aided SVM classifier
signal
Nicolaou and Georgiou (2012) A and E
Permutation Entropy (PE) and SVM
A and D
PSO-based neural network PSONN3
Yalcin et al. (2015)
A and E
PSO-based neural network PSONN4
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